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Foreword

Dear Readers,

The networking of computers and micro-electronic devices is increasing continuously to enable access to information
and resources across random distances. Mobility more than anything else, plays a decisive role here freely according
to the motto ñanybody, anything, anytime, anywhereò. The communication related connection of the individual end
devices takes place no longer over wires in the classical sense, but as wireless. But like every new technology,
wireless communication too is exposed to risks. Besides risks to health, what is meant is mainly the compromising
radiation, manipulated devices, listening to wireless base station and the influencing of sensitive devices and
measurements. The demand for protective measures such as electromagnetic room shielding is therefore
correspondingly high.

The objective of this planning manual is to explain the subject ñElectromagnetic Room Shieldingò extensively and in
summarized form, and also to offer the necessary support non-specialist users during the planning phase of a
project. In addition to the basics, the concerned technical options and restrictions of the different shielding types are
also explained.

The attached checklist for room recording contains all the important points that are necessary to create a technical
shielding concept and a corresponding quotation or a list of specifications.
Use this auxiliary resource and if you still have queries, we would be glad to answer them personally.

Markus Krautbauer
Manager, EMshield GmbH
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1.1 What are electromagnetic fields and rays?

Electromagnetic fields consist of electrical and magnetic fields. They arise if the current strength (Amperes)
and voltage (volt) change.
This creates an electromagnetic wave which spreads in space.
This wave transports energy, and in case of information technology applications, it can also be used to
modulate data.

Electromagnetic fields can be created intentionally.
Examples in this context would be technical devices for information transfer:

Å Mobile communication systems
Å Radio, TV transmission and wireless transmission systems
Å Local wireless LAN networks
Å Radar and navigation tracking systems

The fields can however also arise unintentionally as consequences:

Å When operating electronic devices (interference emissions)
Å In energy transfer media (cables transformers, electric motors and their pulse-modulated electronic converter

systems)

Moreover, electromagnetic fields can also be attributed to natural causes:

Å The natural magnetic field of the earth
Å Discharging fields due to lightning or static charging
Å Natural cosmic radiations
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Electromagnetic fields are differentiated according to their frequency and field strength; they occur very frequently in
daily life unknowingly.
Another characteristic is naming the signal form of the electromagnetic wave.
In the electromagnetic spectrum, one differentiates between low-frequency electrical/magnetic fields and high
frequency fields.

Low-frequency fields:

The low frequency range covers fields with frequencies from 0 Hz (static fields) up to approx. 30 kHz. Low-

frequency magnetic and electrical fields frequently occur in connection with power supply and in electrical devices.
The magnetic fields of the earth as well as that of a permanent magnet are denoted as static magnetic fields.
Very strong magnetic fields are produced in industry and medical technology, e.g., in Magnetic Resonance
Tomography (MRT).

High-frequency fields:

The range for high-frequency electromagnetic fields covers frequencies from 10 kHz to well above 40 GHz. High-
frequency fields are used for modern information technologies (mobile communication network). TV, radio and all
other transmission ranges are covered by this range.
But also all new networks for wireless communication for the private and industrial area as well as Bluetooth
devices use this frequency range.

Typical systems and devices and their produced fields:
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The electromagnetic shielding of devices, equipment and rooms serves the purpose of keeping electrical and/or
magnetic fields away from them or on the reverse side, to protect the surroundings from the fields occurring in the
shield.

One can measure the efficiency of an electromagnetic shield. It corresponds to the ratio of the field strength
outside the shield to that inside the shield. This level difference is called shield attenuation.

This shield attenuation does not have any dimension and is displayed in logarithmic unit, normally in decibels (dB).
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Static and low-frequency electrical fields (0 – 100 kHz)
The shielding of electrical fields is achieved with electrically conducting shielding materials. One normally uses metal
sheets or metal foils. The electrostatic shielding works on the principle of influence and finds application among other
things in Faradayôs cage.

Static and low-frequency magnetic fields (0 – 100 kHz)
Weak magnetic substances i.e.,ferro-magnetic substances of high permeability and low remanence also result
in the occurrence of weak magnetic fields
Against frequency or constant fields. A magnetic shielding
also has an electrical shielding effect, if it is sufficiently
conducting.
Magnetic shields are used in e.g., tube monitors and
oscilloscopes with cathode ray tubes, because magnetic
interference sources can cause image distortions.
Permanent magnets of loudspeakers in TV sets with
picture tubes are often shielded magnetically. Other
applications are shielding of network transformers and
motors in audio tape devices and record players with
magnetic sensing system.
A substance that is ideal for these purposes is the highly
permeable so-called Mumetal. For flexible cable shields,
there are also other materials which are by and large
insensitive to deformation, and can be used by the
customer without any heat treatment.

Figure 1: Shielded cable tray

A magnetic field shield (0-100 kHz) consists of highly permeable and very conducting materials. This creates
a double effect on the electromagnetic fields, which minimizes the remanence.

High-frequency electromagnetic fields (30 kHz – 40 GHz and above)
High-frequency electromagnetic alternating fields (electromagnetic waves) can be shielded fully only with
electrically conducting shells closed on all sides, having sufficient thickness. Folds or openings reduce the shield
attenuation if the biggest dimension is equal to or exceeds the size of the wave length to be shielded. It is a rule of
the thumb that an opening affects the shielding significantly, if its expansion reaches approx. one tenth of the wave
length. The worsening is caused by the fact that the current produced by the field to be shielded on the shield
surface flows around the openings (apertures) and works as a transmission antenna.
In principle one can say: The higher the frequencies to be shielded, the more challenging are the technical measures
to be taken with regard to the shielding so that a high degree and therefore, good shield attenuation can be achieved.
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Shielded rooms are used for many applications. The application range is versatile, starting from the classical
EMV laboratory, through the research and medicine areas right up to sound-proofing and protection against
radiation.

In this connection, each electromagnetically shielded room and each shielded cabin is determined by three units.

1. The field strength in V/m or A/m (relevant mostly for EMC requirements only)
2. The required shield attenuation in dB
3. The required frequency range in Hz

The efficiency of the electrical and/or magnetic shield can be verified through measurement and described through the
extent of the shield attenuation (in dB). The shield attenuation is a dimensionless variable which quantifies the
effectiveness of a shielding. Shield attenuation can be described as the reduction of magnetic, electrical or
electromagnetic field strength caused by the shield. The attenuation of a shield depends on the shield material as well
as on the properties of the field (far or near), which is determined by the distance between the interference source and
the load.

An electrical shield attenuation of 20 dB means that the electrical field strength is reduced by a factor of 10 by the
shield. 40 dB corresponds to the factor 100, 60 dB the factor 1000 etc. To keep out e.g., mobile phone reception
effectively, a shield attenuation of 60 - 80 dB is required depending on the location (Table 1).

dB values Penetrating voltage or
field strength

Penetrating power or
power density

Shielding factor

0 dB (100.0 %) 100 % 0
10 dB 31.6 % 10 % 3.1
20 dB 10.0 % 1 % 10.0
30 dB 3.1 % 0.1 % 31.6
40 dB 1.0 % 0.01 % 100.0
50 dB 0.3 % 0.001 % 316.0
60 dB 0.1 % 0.0001 % 1,000.0
70 dB 0.0316 % 0.00001 % 3,160.0
80 dB 0.01 % 0.000001 % 10,000.0
90 dB 0.0316 % 0.0000001 % 31,600.0
100 dB 0.001 % 0.00000001 % 100,000.0

Table 1: Interconnection between decibel values and shielding factor in the logarithmic assignment

Besides the mentioned values, the desired use purpose is also important. Thus for instance, a sound-proof
conference room with a shield attenuation of 80 dB in the frequency range 30 MHz to 10 GHz has a different
planning approach as compared to a shielded EEG room for medical measurements having the same required
values.
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In principle, metals with very good electrical conductivity as well as high permeability are used:

Material Properties
Copper (Cu) Å Material strength:

Å Shield effect:

Å Corrosion protection:
Å Mechanical connection:
Å Strength:
Å Costs:

0.2 mm
- Magnetic field:        satisfactory
- Electrical field:        very good
- Plane wave: very
                                 good very good
                                 Soldering or welding
                                 good
                                 high

Aluminium (Al) Å Material strength:
Å Shield effect:

Å Corrosion protection:
Å Mechanical connection:
Å Strength:
Å Costs:

3 mm
- Magnetic field:        good
- Electrical field:        very good
- Plane wave:            very
                                  good satisfactory
                                  screw jointing or welding 
                                  good
                                  high

steel (untreated) Å Material strength:
Å Shield effect:

Å Corrosion protection:
Å Mechanical connection:
Å Strength:
Å Costs:

2 mm
- Magnetic field:        very good
- Electrical field:        very good
- Plane wave:            very
                                  good 
                                  not sufficient welding   
                                  very good 
                                  low
 Steel (hot galvanized) Å Material strength:

Å Shield effect:

Å Corrosion protection:
Å Mechanical connection:
Å Strength:
Å Costs:

2 mm
-Magnetic field:          very good
-Electrical field:          very good
-Plane wave:              very
                                   good very good
                                   screw                               
                                   jointing very
                                   good low

Stainless steel (Cr-Ni steel) Å Material strength:
Å Shield effect:

Å Corrosion protection:
Å Mechanical connection:
Å Strength:
Å Costs:

2 mm
-Magnetic field:           satisfactory
-Electrical field: very good
-Plane wave: very
                                   good very good
                                   screw jointing or welding very
                                   good
                                   high

Shielding fleece (metallized) Å Material strength:
Å Shield effect:

Å Corrosion protection:
Å Mechanical connection:
Å Strength:
Å Costs:

0.1 mm
-Magnetic field:         satisfactory
-Electrical field: good
-Plane wave:               go

                                                                       od satisfactory
                                                                       pasting
                                                                       satisfactory
                                                                       low

Table 2: Overview of shielding materials

ram-12
Durchstreichen
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With the materials listed in Table 2, there is a choice between two designs of electromagnetic shielding:

Å The modular ARCtec-cube room shielding in which pre-fabricated shielding components are screwed together on-
site as room-in-room system.

Å The architectonic ARCtec-flex room shielding in which shielding components are mounted on the existing
walls, floors and ceilings. If this technology is used, the appearance of the existing rooms does not
change.

Properties Modular ARCtec-cube room shielding Architectonic room shielding
ARCtec-flex

Shield insulation of the
total system

80 - 125 dB 40 ï 100 dB

Used materials Galvanized steel, Aluminium, Stainless steel Copper, Steel, metallized
textile fabric

Execution Room-in-room system The shielding is adapted to the
shape of the room: ñForm follows
FunctionòWindow No Yes, up to 80 dB,
to open up to 60 dB

Doors Blade contact doors made of steel Up to 80 dB,
A conventional door made of wood,
execution according to customer wish
(protection against fire, noise,
burglary)

up to 100 dB, blade contact
doors made of steelTypical applications Sound-proof cabins, EMV cabins,

radiation-proof cabins, data centres,
EMP containers and much more

Sound-proof conference rooms,
sound-proof rooms, laboratory rooms,
radiation-proof rooms, EMP protection
rooms

Table 3: Overview of shielding structures
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ARCtec-cube systems are self-supporting units that can be installed in existing rooms and HF shield cabins freely
(Figure 2). In this case, pre-fabricated standard panels are screwed together on-site into finished shield cabins
(Figure 3). The shield cabins achieve a shield attenuation of up to 125 dB at selected frequencies.

Figure 2: Modular cabins Figure 3: Installation of a modular cabin

3.1 The ARCtec-cube shielding panels

Our ARCtec-cube systems consist of 2 mm thick sheet panels that are trimmed at the edges all round and screwed
together. Galvanized steel sheets, Aluminium or stainless steel is used as material (see Table 2). All requirements
of the customer regarding shielding, statics and corrosion protection are thus fulfilled.

The shielding panels are manufactured in Germany on extremely accurate CNC production machines. This way,
accurate fitting and short delivery times can be guaranteed even for very large dimensions.

Figure 4: Details of shield panels
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3.2 The ARCtec-cube door

Blade contact doors are normally used in a
modular shielded room. These doors are
installed in a panel field.
Electric motor- or pneumatic aids are offered
optionally to minimize the massive closing and
opening forces. The doors are painted in RAL
7035 (standard) colour shades;
of course customer wishes can also be
considered additionally.

The blade contact system of doors is executed in
such a way that the shaft containing the contact
springs is located in the door frame for protection
against damages (Figure 19). The contact blade
itself sits on the door pane.
Worn out contact springs can be replaced easily
segment-wise by detaching 2 screws.

Floor panel

Door pane

Figure 5: ARCtec-cube door
section with double-floor structure

The contact springs themselves are made of a copper-beryllium alloy which is provided additionally with a tin layer
to prevent copper-beryllium abrasion.

Figure 6: Single pane ARCtec-cube door 7 ARCtec-cube sliding door with
electrical opening and closing aid

To guarantee the service life of the contact system, a regular cleaning of the contact surfaces and if necessary, the
replacement of individual contact spring segments is recommended.

Door
threshold

Floor covering

Floor plate

Connection

Door
panel
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3.3 The ARCtec-cube ventilation

Honeycomb chimney inserts are screwed on in the ceiling or side fields for the ventilation of the cabins (Figure
8), to which the duct system of the building ventilation technology can be connected. If the cabins are not air-
conditioned, a speed-controlled fan (Figure 9) can also ensure sufficient air exchange. The honey comb chimney
inserts can be delivered for threshold frequencies of 1 GHz, 18 GHz and 40 GHz.

Figure 8: Honeycomb chimney Figure 9: Speed controlled
fan

Figure 10: Honeycomb
chimney with flange

The position of the honeycomb chimney inserts must be defined in case of order, giving due consideration to the
grating dimensions of the selected chimney size, the structural factors and the requirements of ventilation technology.

Graph 1: Pressure loss of the 3 different honeycomb chimney types
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3.4 The ARCtec-cube filter

All network and data cables are to be guided into the cabins must be filtered so as to prevent an antenna-like effect of
the cables. The HF-proof connection of the filter casing to the installation field takes place over corrugated pipe
connections or HF-proof flanges. A separate HF-proof grounding bolt is welded for connecting grounding wires in the
installation field in which the network filter is mounted (Figure 12).

Conditioned by the filter condensers, a discharge current flows under normal operation against the reference mass
and therefore against the earth. According to the VDE specifications therefore, two mutually independent protection
conductors are to be laid. The first earth conductor is guided to the supply cable (denoted as yellow/green protection
conductor) and connected corresponding earth terminals of the concerned assigned filters.

Figure 12: Filter installation in cabins

The second protection conductor laid independently of the first protection conductor is connected to the central earth
point of the shielding. This earth conductor is to be laid in insulated condition, just like every other electric cable.

HF seal Shielded wall up to 6 mm

1
2

1) Filter connection
2) Earth connection

1 2 Figure 13: Principle sketch of cabin installation filter
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3.5 The ARCtec-cube shield attenuation values

The following shield attenuation values are achieved according to EN 50147-1 in the middle of the door pane,
honeycomb chimney inserts etc. in a modular cabin.

Magnetic field [EN 50147-1] Electrical field Plain wave

Graph 2: ARCtec-cube shield attenuation values
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The slogan “Form follows function” is a styling maxim from design and architecture. The form and the design of things
should be derived from their function, their use purpose.

Architecture and design occupy the centre point in the ARCtec-flex shielding technologies. ARCtec-flex fits fully in
possible room shapes. The system can be clad very easily and cost-effectively with all wall-. floor- and ceiling covers.

Rooms can therefore be created in connection with the coordinated ARCtec-flex system components which cannot be
differentiated from conventional rooms.

The bases of the different ARCtec-flex systems are always flexible, highly conducting and partially breathable
materials.

4.1 The ARCtec-flex system concept

Different materials (Table 2) exist for the surface shielding of electromagnetic waves whose attenuation properties
are of very different qualities. These individual components do not guarantee any effective protection by
themselves. What is decisive is the total system. The full shielding of a room can be implemented only if the
components used are compatible with one another. Optimum protection can be guaranteed from the very
beginning only this way.

Through ARCtec-flex, EMshield has developed a technology that offers solutions to nearly all
architectonic challenges.

Planning, design, production, installation, shield attenuation measurement, post treatment and service area are all
available under one roof for ARCtex-flex. Shield attenuation values of more than 80 dB can therefore be proven this
way.

The shielding fleece (Figure 16), the copper plate (Figure 17) or a material mix of the two are mainly used.

Essential advantages of the ARCtec-flex technology:

• Components are coordinated with each other (doors, windows, filters etc.)
• Low weight and low material strength. Thus, no supporting structure is necessary Saving of space
• Fits the existing architecture nearly in absolute terms. All room shapes can be shielded
• For new constructions and already existing rooms
• Rooms (with shield window) permitted as permanent workplaces
• The ARCtec-flex materials are flexible, very conducting and can be post-treated with all conventional floor-

and wall covers
• No use of health-endangering substances - nickel-free corrosion protection
• Also ready-to-use solutions with air-conditioning, electrical installations etc. are gladly offered and executed
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Figure 14: Surface shielding with shielding non-woven

4.2 The ARCtec-flex shielding non-woven

The ARCtec-flex shielding non-woven is based on a conventional nylon non-
woven material which is metallized with copper in a special process. The basic
material refined thus achieves shield attenuating values of more than 60
dB in the electrical field (level wave) in the frequency range 30 MHz to 5.0
GHz.

The material is extremely light (60g/qm) and it has permeable properties.
Thanks to a special surface passivization, very good corrosion protection is
achieved in which one can avoid using nickel or nickel compounds. The
material was subjected to an ageing test according to MIL-STD. 202
successfully.
The ARCtec-flex shielding non-woven is applied to the smooth surfaces
with a special adhesive.

4.3 The ARCtec-flex copper foil

Here the surface shielding was produced with the help of mildly
soldered copper foil, which is processed across the full surface with a
lead-free soldering tin to a thick shielding cover (Figure 15).

At a thickness of 0.2 – 0.3 mm, the copper achieves shield attenuation
values of > 100 dB in the electrical field (level wave) in the frequency range
30 MHz to 10 GHz.

From the viewpoint of physical structure, the densely soldered copper
shell also serves as a vapour barrier. For design reasons, the copper
shield should be clad in a facing form work.

Figure 16: ARCtec-flex
Shielding non-woven

Figure 17: ARCtec-flex
Copper foil

Figure 15: Surface shielding with shielding witg copper plate
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4.4 The ARCtec-flex wall structure

The ARCtec-flex shielding non-woven can be post-treated directly with all conventional wall-, ceiling- and floor
coverings (Figure 18). Due to the heat generation during the soldering, we recommend post-treatment of the
ARCtec-flex copper foil with a retention wall (Figure 19).

Figure 18: Wall construction with
ARCtec-flex shielding non-woven

Figure 19: Wall construction with ARCtec-flex
Copper foil

4.5 The ARCtec-flex components

Important: To ensure that the room shielding system as a whole fulfils the specified requirements of the shielding
attenuation properties, it is very crucial that the selected surface shielding be supplemented with suitable components.

4.5.1 The ARCtec-flex hybrid window

Shielded windows or whole glass facades are increasingly being preferred and even demanded in shielded rooms.
This component in particular required a lot of experience, planning knowledge and a high production quality.

ARCtec-flex hybrid windows consist of several layers of special glass with blended fabric and conducting foil.
Surrounding contact frames serve the purpose of establishing contact with the room shielding. To be opened
windows can also be delivered optionally. ARCtec-flex hybrid windows offer excellent electromagnetic, optical,
thermal and technical safety properties and are therefore ideally suited for use in buildings with appropriate
requirements.
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The ARCtec-flex shielded window glass systems can be combined in every facade design and with all the safety
requirements of window systems (e.g., acoustically sound-proof, bullet proof, burglary-proof, etc.).

The ARCtec-flex shielded window glasses offer optimum refraction of sunlight, thanks to the
special technology of the blackened mesh fabric.

Inner side ARCtec shield mesh

Cover

ARCtec shield mesh

ISO glass package

Window frame

Outer side

Figure 20: Sketch of the hybrid window principle
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The ARCtec-flex shielded window glasses can also be
integrated with a retention shell in already existing windows
or facades. From the economical point of view, it is an ideal
solution for technical shielding-related retrofitting of already
existing rooms with windows.

4.5.2 The patented ARCtec-flex door

The doors are the most expensive components in
architectonically shielded rooms, because in most cases they
are the only moveable parts (except if opening windows are
used). Technical safety requirements (fire-, noise protection,
access control, etc.) as well as design wishes (colour of door
pane, quality of handles, design of door frame etc.) must be
fulfilled for the door. The patented ARCtec-flex doors do not
leave any wish unfulfilled. The fully electrical LED maintenance
interval display in the door pane calculates when the next
servicing is due, depending on the individual usage of the
door.

All doors are adapted to customer specific requirements and
the existing specifications of the door. Single-pane or double-
pane doors opening inwards or outwards as well as doors
turning to the right or left are possible. Sliding doors too can be
implemented.
The surface of the door can naturally be executed as per
customer wish.

The force required to close ARCtec-flex doors is minimized
through the use of a sealing panel and a blade contact strip.
Mechanical locking aids are available optionally.
The shielded door is linked to the room shield over the door
frame and it therefore becomes an integral component of the
ARCtec-flex system technology.

ARCtec-flex doors achieve shield attenuation values of more
than 80 dB in a frequency range of 30 MHz to 10 GHz
(according to IEEE 299).

Figure 21: Shielded window as
inner window

Figure 22: ARCtec-flex door

Figure 23: ARCtec-flex sliding door
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4.5.3 The ARCtec-flex ventilation

ARCtec-flex honeycomb chimneys are used to shield supply- and exhaust air ducts.

Figure 24: ARCtec-flex honeycomb chimneys

When calculating the vent opening, it must be ensured that the free ventilation cross-section is reduced by 30%
when honeycomb chimneys are used.

Graph 3: ARCtec-flex honeycomb chimney pressure loss diagram depending on the flow speed for
dimensions 300 x 300 mm
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4.5.4 The ARCtec-flex filter

All network-, control-, communication- and data cables that
are laid in the shielded room must be guided over electrical
filters. These filters prevent the unwanted cable-caused
coupling of HF signals or interferences. The use of filters is
prescribed as mandatory. Filters are mostly mounted in filter
boxes which can be installed outside (Figure 25), as well as
inside the room.

If installed within a room, the cables are routed through an
opening in the wall. If installed outside the room, the filter box
is connected to the shielding with a stainless steel corrugated
pipe. The shielded room is earthed centrally at the filter box.
The filtered cables can be laid inside or outside the room
e.g., in a cable channel.

For the introduction of optical fibre cables, there are special
ducts which allow several optical fibre cables to be guided
simultaneously into the room. Fast data cables are
converted into optical fibre cables with the help of media
converters.

4.5.5 The ARCtec-flex pipe execution

All pipes (hot water, cold water, sewage, med gas
pipes, compressed air pipes etc.), that are guided into a
shielded area must be connected to the electromagnetic
shielding as fully conducting units (Figure 26). To avoid
possible potential differences, the pipes are separated
electrically.

4.5.6 The ARCtec-flex dowel plate / profile rail

Dowel plates or profile rails are used (auxiliary rails) to
fasten all the components (e.g., false ceilings, retention
shells, cable ducts, pipe mountings, lamps, heating
elements) in the shielded room. These are available in
different models.

The dowel plates or profile rails are connected to the
surface shielding as HF-proof, and mounted on the
existing wall/ceiling with heavy duty dowels (Figure 27).

Figure 25: Filter box with network and
data cable filter and media converter

Figure 26: Pipe execution DN 50

Figure 27: Profile rail installation for false ceiling
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Shield wall
D

Distance 60 x+D Distance
x+D

After successful installation, the required shield attenuation values are proven through a shield attenuation
measurement. Shield attenuation measurements are undertaken at present according to the Standard EN 50147-1 or
IEEE 299-2006. In principle, two measurements are offered in this connection.
The first measurement takes place after the completion of the room shielding (checking measurement). The second
measurement takes place after installation of the inner fittings to ensure that there are no damages in the room
shielding.
The customer gets a detailed report on each measurement, as well as a certificate (new from 2014), that the quality of
shielding of the room can be detected in one look. The measurements are performed by our partner Rohde & Schwarz
with calibrated measuring instruments.

Reception antenna Transmission antenna Reception antenna

Figure 28: Schematic display of non-conforming shield attenuation measurement

Reference
measurement 

Measurement with
shielding 
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EMshield GmbH has specialized in the conceptualization, planning and implementation of electromagnetic shielding
for special requirements (e.g., suond-proof rooms) .
A second important pillar of the company is the sale of measuring instruments for noise deflection and the
associated services.

EMshield GmbH has its head office in Grasbrunn in Munich, in the heart of Europe. The premises cover offices,
areas for training as well as warehouses and shipping infrastructure. Production takes place very close to the
head office.

From the foundation in the Nineties to the present, a higher-level principle has characterized the activities of the
company: The strong will to manufacture the best and highest value products   and to satisfy customers having the
most formidable demands with them.

Currently, EMshield therefore invests 20% of is annual turnover in research and marketing. In this context – besides
developing new, innovative products – each existing component is checked continuously – which are improved
continuously whenever new materials or technologies can be introduced for their further development.
Thanks to the strong international demand, EMshield GmbH has established an international network of partners,
which is growing steadily.

Besides excellent products and a good sales network, the success of EMshield GmbH is also based fundamentally on
its human capital, the employees at the head office in Germany. Quality is achieved and guaranteed by human
beings, which is why EMshield considers its committed and loyal employees to be an important asset. The employees
guarantee the number one position of the company in the market, it is a result of their hard work and devotion. That is
why EMshield makes all management appoints from within its own ranks.

EMshield – Prospects

The architectonic shielding line ARCtec of EMshield has gone through a long development process and the
company has remained true to the same values to this day – as a reference point for maximum safety and
functionality.
EMshield will remain true to its customer in the future too, and perfect its product portfolio continuously.
Simultaneously, based on the rich experience gained in the past, EMshield wants to use this know-how for other
market segments; the focus will be on IT security and a new product line will be set up in the area of conference
room safety.

We would be glad to count you as a satisfied long-term customer of one or more of these market segments.
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Checklist
Project name and place:

Room data

Room size Height m Width m Length m

(If possible, please attach floor plan of building and room)

Use □ Laboratory room □ Technology-/ server room

□ Conference room □ Miscellaneous

Required shield attenuation according to

IEEE 299 Magnetic field dB

Electrical field dB

Level wave dB

Doors

Number of windows in room: units

Dimensions Height mm Width mm

Execution □ 1 opening pane □ 2 opening panes

Execution □ Opening inwards □ Opening outwards

Execution □ Wooden □ Metallic

Filling □ Without filling □ Glass filling (shield glass) Dimensions:

Safety □ T30 fire safety □ Acoustic insulation

Safety □ RS smoke □ Resistance class

Extras □ Top door closer □ E-lock

protection

ram-12
Schreibmaschinentext

ram-12
Schreibmaschinentext
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Window/glass

Number of windows in room: units

Dimensions Height mm Width mm

Execution □ Fixed pane □ to opening pane

Execution □ wooden frame □ Aluminium frame

Safety □ T30 fire safety □ acoustic insulation

Safety □ Alarm wire spider □ Resistance class

Extras □ Emergency exit □ Miscellaneous

Ventilation/ air-conditioning

Number of openings: units

Dimensions Height mm Width mm

Execution □ Flange for channel □ Fire safety valve

Heater/water

Number of pipes: units

Diameter mm

Execution □ Copper □ Steel
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Network- and data cable filter

Strong current 400V Unit Ampere Application:

Strong current 230V Unit Ampere Application:

Weak current Unit Ampere Application:

Signal cable Unit Ampere Application:

Digital telephone Unit Application:

Analogue telephone Unit Application:

Fibre optics cable

Inner finishing

Unit Fibres Application:

Wall cladding

(Please describe in detail)

Wall cladding □ acoustic insulation

Execution □ Dry structure □ Miscellaneous

Ceiling cladding

(Please describe in detail)

Ceiling cladding □ acoustic insulation

Execution □ Slope system □ Miscellaneous

Floor cover

(please describe in detail)

Floor □ acoustic insulation

Execution □ Do-Bo System □ Miscellaneous
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Acceptance/documentation

Shield attenuation
measurement

□ According to shielding □ Acc. to internal finishing

Documentation

Service guarantee

□ Standard

□ Yes

□ Photo documentation

□ No

• The service guarantee includes quality management according to DIN-ISO 9001-2008
• Exclusive use of German parts
• Installation by vetted installation staff
• Multi-lingual, experienced project management

Customer data

Checklist filled by:

Contact/Project Leader:

Contact e-mail:

Contact Tel:

Contact Fax:

Quotation desired up to KW:
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Technopark I
Bretonischer Ring 12
85630 Grasbrunn / Munich

Tel: +49 (0)89 45 45 482-0
Fax: +49 (0)89 45 45 482-28

Email: info@emshield.de
Web: www.emshield.de




